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Luxembourg and key investors to help Ukraine rebuild 

A day devoted to envisioning Ukraine’s recovery 

 

On 31 January 2023, the Ukraine-Luxembourg Business Club (ULBC) hosted Rapid Recovery of 
Ukraine, a business forum to examine concrete ways to help Ukraine recover from the war. 
Investments in the country’s reconstruction are worth billions of euros, and present major 
opportunities for foreign investors — but also need careful preparation and assisted 
implementation. The forum brought the Ukrainian and Luxembourg authorities together with 
businesses, development banks and international investors.  

Under the patronage of Luxembourg’s Prime Minister, the Luxembourg-Ukraine business forum Rapid 
Recovery of Ukraine was organised in cooperation with the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce, with the 
support of sponsors like ArcelorMittal Foundation Luxembourg, the European Investment Bank (EIB), 
Clearstream and PwC (all headquartered in Luxembourg). It connected more than 300 participants from 
both countries, with around 50 coming directly from Ukraine. 

The event kicked off with an opening ceremony held by Luxembourg Prime Minister Xavier Bettel, together 
with Ukraine Prime Minister Denys Shmyhal (via video link). The dual role of the public and private sectors 
in Ukraine’s recovery was highlighted by Werner Hoyer, President of the EIB; Luc Frieden, President of the 
Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce; Michel Wurth, board member at ArcelorMittal; and Natalia Anoshyna, 
Chargée d’Affaires from the Embassy of Ukraine. (See quotes at the end of the text.) 

The opening ceremony was followed by a plenary panel on the current situation for Ukraine’s economy 
and for the support and reconstruction efforts. It included Paulette Lenert, Luxembourg Deputy Prime 
Minister, Minister of Health, Minister Delegate of Social Security and Minister for Consumer Protection; 
Franz Fayot, Luxembourg Minister of the Economy and Minister for Development Cooperation and 
Humanitarian Affairs; Ukrainian Deputy Minister of Infrastructure Oleksandra Azarkhina and Deputy 
Minister of Finance Olga Zykova; and representatives from the European Commission, the EIB, 
ArcelorMittal, IFC and Ukrainian cities. Together, they discussed the challenges facing the country — 
especially economic. The panellists pointed out that, despite declining by 30% in 2022, Ukraine’s economy 
is still functioning, albeit in a completely new way. The speakers explained how the economy will transform 
and the potential forthcoming opportunities and next steps for domestic and international stakeholders, 
including in sectors like energy, housing, health, education and humanitarian needs.   

The forum also featured four other panels and two round tables held throughout the day. 

The panel Key Economic Sectors included Ukraine government experts like Deputy Minister of Strategic 
Industry Yuriy Petrovskyy, Deputy Minister of Economy Denys Kudin and Deputy Minister of Agrarian Policy 
and Food Denys Bashlyk; Mauro Longobardo, CEO of ArcelorMittal Krivyi Rih; and René Winkin, General 
Manager of the Luxembourgish business federation FEDIL. The panel focused on key strategic industries 
for the Ukrainian economy, such as agriculture, steel and railways. The discussion revealed the impact of 
sea blockades, the importance of a green recovery and the role of small and medium-sized businesses. It 
also highlighted areas of common interest between Luxembourg and Ukraine.  

In parallel, the panel Attracting International Investment dealt with the capital markets and how the 
Luxembourg financial centre could take the lead in drawing investors from around the world to Ukraine. 
Speakers from banks and companies in both countries explained the role that Luxembourg’s financial 
industry should play in broadening the investor base. The discussion was supplemented by another panel, 
Ensuring a Favourable Investment Climate, which addressed topics like transparency and governance, 
as well as the question of privatising Ukraine’s state-owned companies. 

The panel Financial Sector for Recovery discussed how Ukraine’s financial sector will have to catalyse 
the recovery efforts, as well as the challenges and opportunities for international investors. Participants 
pointed out that even now, investments must be efficient. Speakers from Ukraine emphasised the 
continuing resilience of the country’s banking sector, while speakers from the EIB and the European Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development examined the issues from the perspective of multilateral development 
and financing institutions.   
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Later in the afternoon, a round table including Ukraine’s Deputy Minister of Education and Science Andrii 
Vitrenko and Deputy Minister for Youth and Sports for European Integration Andriy Chesnokov addressed 
topics like continuing educational activities as the conflict wears on, and the role of education and sport in 
recreating social cohesion after the war. A second round table — on cybersecurity, high tech and startups 
— discussed the role of the aerospace sector in Ukraine’s recovery, digitalisation, the creation of a startup 
network and the numerous opportunities for partnerships in this area. Speakers underlined the importance 
of sharing information as they discussed access to the startup ecosystem, training talent and ensuring 
cybersecurity.  

Participants in the Rapid Recovery of Ukraine business forum applauded the fruitful exchanges, as well as 
the unique opportunity to meet key Ukrainian players and develop business relationships that will help 
restore the country’s economy.  

 

Quotes 

Xavier Bettel, Prime Minister of Luxembourg: “We will need to bundle all our efforts — as no country, 
no donor and no international institution will be able to tackle this generational task alone.” 

“The private sector will also have a major role to play, and I am very pleased to see that many 
representatives have seized this opportunity to come and discuss both the challenges and the opportunities 
of the reconstruction effort.” 

Werner Hoyer, President of the EIB: “Investing in Ukraine today is not only the right ethical decision, but 
it can also be a smart business choice to invest in a large, innovative future EU Member State.” 

Michel Wurth, board member at ArcelorMittal: “With 26 000 people working in our steel and mines 
facilities in Krivyi Rih and over $10 billion invested since 2005, ArcelorMittal remains committed to its 
operations in the country, committed to its brave people and employees, and committed to playing our role 
in rebuilding the country as soon as conditions allow.”  

Luc Frieden, President of the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce: “The private sector has a key role 
to play in the reconstruction of Ukraine. (…) A European solution to rebuild Ukraine is much better than if 
everybody enters into a kind of a competition with respect to the Ukrainian market.” 

 

Background information 

About the Ukraine-Luxembourg Business Club 

Founded in Luxembourg in 2017, ULBC is a non-profit organisation that facilitates vibrant business-to-
business relations between Ukraine and Luxembourg. 

ULBC’s aim is to support the relationship between the business communities in both countries. Thanks to 
its extensive networks across a range of sectors, it can connect companies, develop business skills, 
promote leading businesses with potential counterparts, give them access to useful information and advice 
about doing business in either country, and facilitate economic and cultural programmes, seminars and 
business forums about current business issues, key points of trading, trends and business opportunities 
and other events in Ukraine and Luxembourg. 


